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About Us

Agora is a Swiss protocol company that spent 3 
years building its custom fair blockchain infrastruc-
ture running on a token-free consensus mecha-
nism, on which nodes can provide consensus 
without any financial incentive. Agora mainly focus 
on the topic of voting, building several Dapps to 
ensure security, end-to-end verifiability and sup-
port for new devices. By creating an immutable 
and publicly viewable digital record of elections, 
Agora’s technology allows both private and public 
organizations to eradicate fraud and corruption, 

reduce cost and engage voters in a modern, 
convenient and accessible way. From apps that 
encrypt, shuffle, decrypt ballots to election supply 
chain tracking, Agora is building a whole ecosys-
tem for voting. Thanks to its expertise and its close 
collaboration of many years with many Swiss go-
vernments and companies, Agora is able to bring 
a wide range of governmental and enterprise 
blockchain solutions. 

Learn more at agora.vote 
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Constructed Agora’s Blockchain Consensus

Mastering voting on the blockchain requires a fun-
damental understanding of both subject matters 
as well as in-depth knowledge of how they inter-
sect. At Agora, we believe that building a Decentra-
lised application (Dapp) for voting on top of 
someone else’s infrastructure severely limits the 
frontiers of development. Doing so means opera-
ting within the rules of another’s underlying in-

frastructure, consensus mechanism, as well as 
their permission or permission — less network. 
There is also the question of security, speed, and 
scalability to consider. Voting is a complex topic 
that requires a great deal of research and a custo-
mised architecture.

Learn more at What is Agora?

What is Agora?

Agora’s Proprietary Chain (Live)

Agora’s Voting Dapp on Top (Live)

Agora’s Proprietary Consensus Mechanism (Live)

Agora’s Permissionless Infrastructure (Beta)
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The Core of What We Are Doing: 
The Consensus Mechanism

What would election organisers think of using financial 
incentives to bring consensus into elections?

When providing consensus in voting, leveraging in-
centivised mining or holding more tokens to pull 
more weight on the network is not the right ap-
proach. Sure, financially incentivised consensus no-
des are a great way to attract new users and 
adopters to the industry ; however, when it comes 
voting, providing consensus can be tricky to navi-

gate. At Agora, we’ve built our own chain from 
scratch — not a fork of any existing chain — and de-
signed a fair, token-free consensus mechanism for 
elections. The nodes are invite-only, reputable, not-
for-profits that provide consensus without tokens. 
All nodes are equal to each other during the pro-
cess, without interference from Agora.

One feature of our custom blockchain enables 
anyone to download a logarithmic part of the blocks 
to provide consensus directly from their smart de-
vices. While most blockchains are too heavy to run 
on a phone or tablet, this is not the case with Ago-
ra’s infrastructure. In order for an individual to audit 
an election, one needs to have the whole history of 
the blocks. 

During the research and development of our in-
frastructure, we considered whether it would be 
possible to create a lightweight version of our 
blockchain for smart devices so that individuals 
could actively add blocks to the chain with ease. If 
you were a government or a publicly traded com-
pany, would you allow permission-less, non-KYCed 

nodes to provide consensus during your elections? 
Would you be comfortable if the consensus mecha-
nism enabled these unknown nodes to mine tokens 
in an effort to accumulate more power on the 
network? Of course not. 

At Agora, we believe that voting is a crowdparticipa-
tory event and that people should not be excluded 
from their elections. We also understand the impor-
tance of protecting the ecosystem — our 
network — from any malicious actors who attempt to 
break in and interfere with election results. So, how 
do we ensure that both clients and voters are satis-
fied with the way their election runs? By utilizing a 
three layer architecture, wherein our consensus no-
des can be stressed by auditors around the world.

Permission versus Permission-less Infrastructures
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How Agora Works

Transparency Layer

EOS
Litcoin

ETH
Ripple

VeChain
Stellar

Agora’s architecture has three layers:

Consensus Layer

Auditing Layer

The core layer is our network of reputable not-for-
profit nodes providing consensus. 

Below this is a network of randomly selected, KY-
Ced auditors — from around the world — who audit 
the consensus mechanism honestly in exchange for 
financial incentive. If it is objectively proven that an 
individual’s feedback is false and differs substan-
tially from that of the rest of the auditor population, 
then that individual’s tokens — staked prior to the 
election as collateral for their honesty — is taken as 
restitution. (Further explanation of the probabilistic 
models, cryptographic dispute mechanisms, and 
anti-bot measures can be provided upon request.) 
Additionally, because this individual’s identity is 
known, he will be unable to conduct any future au-
dits on the consensus. 

On top of these two layers, Agora is constructing 
cryptographic bridges to permission-less infrastruc-
ture, called Catenas, to leverage the power of the 
safest permission-less infrastructures in the indus-
try. The goal is to send the hashes of the voting 
transactions to these networks as a back-up. Ether, 
EOS, and VeChain help us to distribute our network 
and protect our transactions going forward.

Permission-less nodes provide consensus by  
following the same tokenfree consensus mecha-
nism that runs our permission infrastructure. It is 
an important part of promoting fair and transpa-
rent elections, as well as more organic commu-
nication between voters and officials. This feature 
is here to help voting become more of a conver-
sation between decision-makers and their  
citizens, rather than a single event to elect future 
governance.

Permission-less Nodes
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Real versus Fake Blockchain Technical Providers

Transparent Technical 
Providers

Black Box Solutions

V

If something goes wrong, clients need to know 
whether they need to sue their dedicated technical 
provider to understand the source of the issue. If 
they do, that means the provider has constructed a 
black box solution. If they do not, that means the 
provider has developed a true blockchain solution 
that embraces transparency. 

Agora technologies prides itself in being auditable 
by anyone before, during, and after an election. 

That said, we have been approached by a govern-
ment interested in the solutions we provide, which 
would have made history as the first ever nationwide 
election conducted exclusively on blockchain. 

Our negotiations went quite far with this small 
country — situated between Asia and Europe — un-
til the moment their government asked us to build 
a custom blockchain solution, consisting of three 
nodes to be held exclusively by three ministries in 
the capital city. After some due diligence, we rea-
lised that this government was looking to leverage 
our solution as a PR move to counter-attack the 
criticism of the international community, in relation 
to human rights and democracy. What this re-
vealed to us was that not all government officials 
are genuinely interested in the application of 
blockchain technology. Rather, they seek to simply 
leverage the power associated with the use of the 
term itself.
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Agora’s Voting App

Agora doesn’t know the identity of voters.

It is easy for a technical provider to fake the use of 
a real blockchain technology in voting, data collec-
tion, and use of data. That said, a technical provider 
dealing with the encryption, shuffling, and decryp-
tion of ballots shouldn’t be interested in the identi-
ties of their voters. If a voting provider also supports 
ID management, that should be a serious red flag 
to any interested party. At Agora, we don’t want the 
responsibility or criticism associated with gathering 
and storing the identity of voters. Therefore, we 
have chosen not to handle that part of the process 
directly. Instead, our ID managers — companies like 
Shyft — take care of the KYC of voters and send us 
a single, unique output. This allows us to verify vo-
ters and send the encrypted key to those who have 
passed this initial security measure. 

The second measure of security we provide is the 
very demanding and difficult process of shuffling 
votes, as well as mastering zero-knowledge proofs, 
NF shuffling, and other voting protocols. All of this 
is done to protect voter privacy while maintaining 
transparency. Thanks to many years of research at 
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, building 
and use-casing our blockchain — as well as our vo-
ting Dapp — allows us to anonymise transactions  
on our public infrastructure. Hiding the identity of 
the voters to outside parties is easy to do for a 
black box technical provider, meaning they may or 
may not have the personal information of all voters 
who use their platform. What is not easy to do is 
anonymise that same information  for everyone and 
be able prove it instantly on a public ledger.

What about the technical providers?

Verification conducted 
off-chain.

Verification conducted 
off-chain.

Encrypted key 
allows users to cast their 

digital ballot via 
Agora’s Voting App.

Unique 
Encryp-
ted Key

VOTEAIKYC
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Organising elections on the Agora platform can be 
an easy plug-and-play for organisers. Agora acts as 
a moderator and connects the different players (i.e. 
organisers, auditors and voters) on the platform. It 
is simply a matter of downloading the app and set-
ting up the metrics of the election (i.e. geographic 
regions, how to identify voters, time, length etc.) The 
organiser pays for their election by credit card, Pay-
Pal, cryptocurrency, or other payment method. Ago-
ra will then act as a moderator, ensuring the election 
operates within the laws of the client’s jurisdiction. 

From there, Agora opens the event to voters. KYCed 
auditors all around the world—ready and waiting on 
the platform—will now be able to audit the election 
and get paid for their work. Our team matches or-
ganisers—who paid to conduct these elections—
with auditors, who will be paid to audit them, all the 
while making sure that voters don’t pay and will ne-
ver have to pay to participate. This creates a free 
and accessible consensus mechanism token. 

Visit Tokenomics to learn more.

Agora’s Voting App

Survey

Public Sector

Website Review

Stock Exchange

Community Voting

Shareholder meetings

Art / Sport  
Entertainement 
Competitions

Exchange Listing

So…
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Agora is a protocol company that created its own 
permission blockchain and is currently developing 
a permission-less infrastructure. The latter func-
tions with its own token-free consensus mecha-
nism, where all nodes are equal to each other in 
providing consensus. None of these nodes are fi-
nancially incentivised nor capable of gaining more 
power than the others on the network. 

Agora invites governments, organisations, indus-
trials, and startups to create their own decentra-
lised apps (Dapps) on top of our infrastructure. We 
only ask that the principles of a fair, free, perfor-
mant and secure consensus mechanism remain 
the standard of these applications. That said, Ago-

ra’s voting Dapp has been designed and built with 
governments, institutions, and communities in 
mind. Agora can also track the supply chain of 
elections, from the tracking of materials to the 
budgeting of finances. Agora helps governments, 
as well as companies in other sectors, with various 
supply chain projects and activities that require 
privacy protection. 

Our roots may run deep in elections but Agora is 
a protocol company capable of building custom 
Dapps on top of our consensus mechanism or hel-
ping others to build their own. In other words, we 
provide enterprise blockchain solutions for both 
the private and public sectors.

Summary
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